
Data-Driven Analytics for Antitrust and M&A Attorneys

Market Standards combines the most accurate knowledge of market terms and precedent with powerful 

search capabilities. The in-depth coverage of antitrust terms in M&A agreements includes 40+ deal points, 

with new deals analyzed within two to three weeks. Efficiently search, compare and analyze publicly filed 

transactions with Market Standards—setting the standard for staying aware.

Leverage the strongest deal point analysis 
capabilities in the market to:

• Easily find precedent language

• Identify and track market standards  
for antitrust deal points

• Get insights faster with data 
visualization

Search quickly, broadly and deeply.

Market Standards 
for Antitrust
Search, Compare, and Analyze Antitrust 

Terms in Publicly Filed M&A Deals



Use data-driven Practical Guidance to boost efficiency in drafting and negotiating Antitrust provisions.  

Contact your Lexis/Nexis representative for more information.  

LexisNexis.com/marketstandards
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Search 

Make searching more meaningful. Filter results using the most negotiated contract provisions or a keyword search 

to find all relevant documents.

Get to the point. Easily access pre-identified, granular deal points to extract on-point language for any deal.

 

Compare 
See deal points across transactions in one view. Quickly compare provisions across multiple transactions to 

identify important market trends and standards.

Share with ease. Download, distribute and collaborate offline to fit any workflow needs.

 

Analyze 
Obtain full documents of relevant agreements. Gain important insight with access to the full M&A agreement.

Learn more with responsive graphs. Use data visualization to get organized insights from search results. Responsive 

graphs smoothly filter results for even more search precision.

With Practical Guidance, Find Drafting Precedent and Identify Market Trends and Standards

• Use keyword searches to quickly find on-point precedent for even the most nuanced terms in any document.

• Stay aware of market trends on the most negotiated antitrust terms and drill down with detailed filters for even 

more specific terms.

• Find appropriate precedent for transactions, filtering down to granular levels such as obligations to divest and 

reverse termination fees.

• Discover the terms counsel have used and counterparties have agreed to in past transactions.

Understand trends and insights at a glance.

https://cert-www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/practical-guidance/market-standards.page

